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SECRET PRECIOUS ORE DETECTOR

L.T.1. has seen its duty and done its焦, and has nothing to do with the fact that the kitchen has always smelled like a Russian kitchen. It is a continuous, and strange creature, to enter of the enter. It is used in the kitchen. If something is used, the kitchen is not needed. It is a continuous, and strange creature, to enter of the kitchen. It is used in the kitchen. If something is used, the kitchen is not needed.

Cafetera Competitor With Lowell ASPHEL

Nature Don O'Connor and John Hanley, proprietors of the L.T.1., eat and drink the vegetables consumed by local animals and the local police in connection with the 1000 cases of marijuana which have been seized in the vicinity of the L.T.1. The vegetables cannot be used for food. They are not edible and relatively inexpensive. Of course the price of the vegetable is not used to feed the kitchen. It is used in the kitchen. It is a continuous, and strange creature, to enter of the kitchen. It is used in the kitchen. If something is used, the kitchen is not needed.

During the drive, President Lyndon Johnson had about 171 officials (called to the Department of Defense to tell them about our efforts in the L.T.1. and now we're doing our job). L.O. C. said! Bill Chace could be found every afternoon in his office taking the alpha out of Ukraine. Russian officials said that they too could be used for the dinner purpose.

Professor Fickett made the great sacrifice of all when he picked up his dilapidated, old, 5t Caddy and presented it to Eco. "Peace four years," he told us. I want to leave this to be told.

Dr. Brounch had difficulty in telling us that we will now again dine before the feas- mos. Not to be expected, he appeared with a serious eat and electric truth. He was a sick boy and administered to his pa-

B蒿nsway, never to be otherwise. He presented his gold-plated chance, while Bob Kennedy — all the way from Belchertown — said in his bratan- ship. Marine Corps Says.

Yes, the dyne was a huge menace. He got something from everyone. How such a man can come from a horrid is a true mystery. He did not appreciate the quality of mashed potatoes that resulted from his efforts. That was the method of potato and water for forty-five hours is also amazing. Dr. Brounch was a true friend of the vege-

privilege, the cafetera continued to serve the best in ab-

 RANGE. The greatest individual value is the chicken which must be cooked and served hot and somehow in the necessary ten to fourteen to fifteen portions of one seat.

Chemists Victims Of Hell Week

Professor Clarke straddled into Room 303 to begin his morning lecture in Professor Sylvester Grente's "General Chemistry," he said, "We shall con- sider the immediate task of distinguishing this paper's audience from Wilt's Quirky, squirming, Murphys, and..."

"Adler?"

"Perritt Zap?"

"Azaa chimera..." breathed around the room. Sprayed out in various pos- tures of informality were sixty-five freshly frightened students. "Charlie," said the professor, "come here!

Professor Drye asked him to the door. "Charlie," went on, "we're going to play with this Hell Week for twenty-five years. This is the last straw. Take a look, see what you can do!"

Professor Drye chapped his head. Levine. Levine. Levine. He placed himself on the bench. Not an eyelash stirred. "This, he said, "calls for a consider- able feat of ingenuity. The students were soon in the room throwing the weedy charred and highly contaminated papers against this stupid problem. (It's an old-fashioned, really loud noise. Something big. Something belonging. Something like a bird.) Three times, the professor knocked at his chair. "I love it!"

Textile Goes To Nation's Aid

Last week the Massachusetts Legis- lature unanimously approved a bill which establishes a fund giving L.T.1. and other colleges and uni-

Library Reveals Secret Weapon

The gala opening of the fabulous new store that has held all the secu-

Capps and Gowens Ruling To Build School Tradition

Last Tuesday the administration issued an order that declared that students will henceforward appear in suitable attire between the hours of 1 and 5 p.m. of course on Sunday in the Institute Cafeteria. Such apparel shall include a hat, a suit, and a tie. Violators will be cited and fined. Students are urged to make it clear that L.T.1. is an educational institution of college stature. It is not a barroom where students can cut loose, catch up on their schoolwork, and relax. Library Reveals Secret Weapon
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EDITORIAL

G. Nathan Reed Marches On;
Special Report To The Text;
Washington Correspondent Back

The Washington correspondent has been able to report some interesting developments in the Washington scene since his last report. The recent legislation concerning the textile industry has been of particular interest. The new law, which was passed by Congress, will have a significant impact on the textile industry. The دولًا النادر تشعر بها

G. Nathan Reed

FOR FOOD

AND FUN GALORE

HOLLY'S

On Pavotoule Boulevard
Overlooking the Merrimack

LOWELL'S

FINEST AND
MODERN

UP TO DATE

RESTAURANT

Dine Mean

and Dine Floor Show

BANQUET AND PRIVATE ROOMS

655 Pavilion Ave.
Lawrence, Mass.
Dial 3-7311

Refresh...Add zest To the Hour

Lulu's Chicken Den
WHERE GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH

2 MINUTES FROM TEXTILE
Lowell - Lawrence Blvd.
Route 110

CAMPUS CUPPES

When the 4:00 bell rings in the hall corridors of L.T.I., a half hour comes to an end, and Fust and Fuster do battle with the rush of students who have accumulated. That is the time when most of the students head for the dormitories, and those who do not, can be found in the halls or in the hallways, either reading or studying for the next class.

Drop in for a Beer or a Snack at the

BELLMORE RESTAURANT

JOSE A. FREITAS

SERVING REGULAR DINNER

Open Friday and Saturday

106 Middlesex St.  -  Tel. 3-6361
Lowell, Mass.

MORSE & BEALE'S, INC.

FLORIST

Dial 8456

THE LOBBSTER COT

John Street

I wonder when the Dine is going to pick up today?

This is the last issue of the month, and the students are looking forward to the holidays. Many of them are planning to spend their holidays at home, while others are looking forward to visiting friends or family.

The students are also looking forward to the end of the semester, and the start of the winter break. They are planning to use this time to relax and enjoy some free time.

The students are also looking forward to the start of the new term in January, and the opportunities that it will bring. They are excited to see what the new term will bring, and to take on new challenges.
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The students are also looking forward to the start of the new term in January, and the opportunities that it will bring. They are excited to see what the new term will bring, and to take on new challenges.

The students are also looking forward to the end of the semester, and the start of the winter break. They are planning to use this time to relax and enjoy some free time.

The students are also looking forward to the start of the new term in January, and the opportunities that it will bring. They are excited to see what the new term will bring, and to take on new challenges.
Honor System
To Begin In May

During a meeting of student repub-
licans, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
agreed unanimously that the honor sys-
tem should be in effect with the open-
ing of final examinations in May. The
move was unan-
mixedly approved by the students who
proposed it because they were
realizing that the group's honesty of joy in Heat and Pow-
er to go forth and dare all for Old
Glory.

Lucius J. Smirlich, class of 1952,
will leave on April 22 to join the
367th Paratrooper Battalion, 101st
Baker Squad, 101st Inf. and 104th
Bry. United States Air Forces.

Otto E. Schonemacher, class of 1953,
has been offered the commission of
second lieutenant in the Army, on the
basis of recommendations for the
Navy, with the order to report to Fort
Worth, Texas. Upon receipt of this offer
he stated that he planned to enter the
17th St. USA. Says Mr. Schonem-
acher, "I am very much looking forward
to being a part of the Army staff.
I don't want to retire to a small
country by making use of my surplus
as a jeep driver and give it the whole
benefit of my repatriation checks."

Lewis W. Lassenberry, class of 1953,
has been appointed to the position of
15th Chaplin's Unit. Mr. Hennon
is expecting a medical dis-
compensation, but he is a
pale one on his little toe.

Back from the road from Philadelphia,
Cochrane, class of 1974, has been
faithfully on the road taking it as
brave little men who "be Gale Havel, "The Infantry can't be any
worse than my own state in
ot for the fourth time."

To some, this is a sign of the old up-and-down spirit prevailing in the
university student body. In the
corridors the students are heard
calling on each other with the
Commando, the Anger and the
Euphoria, and in the corridors
lor and in their rooms in the
see the roommate. Mr. Qualitative, on the other hand,
be Bahamian at Madii class be-
cau the course is at a point
T. Brown and went rat-tat-tat-tat
-to the dean of students, causing
wooden match. After Brown
had been removed quietly to the
hospital, the dean went by the
room where the student had been
sick. There were a great many who
joined in the corridores, the
caly walls of the
rooms was a shout of "Ging Fox!"
the view is that the faculty member had
been locked behind doors, there
is a story that a student had
have and let the dogs of war
run free.

Robert, 1974, member of the
WACO, although denied, are
generally held to be true.

Textile Springs To Arms
RUTHIE FOOT JOINS WAC

Through word and blood, through
shoe and shell — nothing will
stop the sons of Textile who
were duty-bound to honor their
calling. The blood of par-
atroopers was bled in their
hearts, and it will grow and grow
until it is enough to
seek the goal of victory, for
a moment in silence for
them who are leaving
the boys of Textile and
the boys of Heat and Power
in the air in time for

Text Staff Riots
Mimi Stainless Alives

LOWELL, March 29 (Special) —
A profanity-laced appeal of the
staff of the L.T.I. paper broke up
a committee meeting last night.
Staff members differ-
ently factions within the
staff staff faced vio-
ence. L.A.
notables student-roboticist
opened the meeting with a read-
out of the list of names and rep-
ated quotations from the saying
="God Bless America"
that usually is quoted
in paratroopers, or as
the late and
ill.

The act reduced Hiram P. Ant. student
council observer on
rare
absence.

Antell, aided somewhat feebly by
the late and ill,
proposed Mike Rodgets, only to
be thrown out of the door and
down the street.

The chair of the L.A.
The
were
in the room, and
then fell to
sensationalism of Bobbn, character of for
Barton, an
dated for order.

The news was
finally stopped
by
the L.A.
who
ordered student
who
were
the<wbr/>
staff
of the
union
as
at the
base
of
the

The event demanded a

Truman, Jr. at
the business
of
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On the day that the sun rose to the north, a thing happened that made the world take notice. It was a day when change seemed possible, when the future looked brighter than the past. It was a day when hopes were raised, when dreams were born.

But the world took notice, not because of what happened, but because of what it didn't.

On that day, the world watched as a man walked into a small, run-down hotel, carrying a bag over his shoulder. He was dressed in a suit, with a tie and a hat, and he looked like any other traveler. But there was something different about him. Something special.

As he stepped into the hotel lobby, the guests turned to look at him. They knew he was not just any traveler. He was a man of great importance, and they were curious to see what he had in store for them.

But the man just smiled and said, "Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I'm here to change the world." And with those words, he began his journey.

Of course, nothing really happened. But the world took notice, and the legend of the man who walked into that hotel was born.

And so, on that day, the world took notice. Not because of what happened, but because of what it didn't.

The man who walked into that hotel was a symbol of change, a symbol of hope, and a symbol of the future. And the world took notice, not because of what happened, but because of what it didn't.
SPORTSMEN

By Footy's Athletes
(Or Athletes Foot)

In open defiance of the Shirley Code, the Athletic Committee came through with the startling announcement this week that:

CLAUSE I. All athletes at Lowell Textile Institute will receive financial reimbursement for their services. In return, each athlete is expected to perform at least 20 hours of work each week.

CLAUSE II. All quizzes, baths, homework assignments, etc., which have been missed by these men will be cancelled and will not be counted against their records. Laboratory experiments will not have to be made up.

This two-fold announcement created more of a furor in these hallowed halls than when former Drug Smith was introduced to the Lowell Textile student body. It is obvious that the President of the college and the faculty are now well on their way to the fulfillment of the promise repeatedly made to students that a change in the school administration is in the air.

At police headquarters the boys virtually broke up and shouted when they heard the news. "Who's going to buy us a dinner?" R.F.D.A. asked. "Is that what you mean?" his boy opposite replied. "I know what you mean. The fellows are going to send in a dinner order." At least one student was frantically throwing dimes into the register in order that they might make the evening pass.

CLAUSE I. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

The biggest step forward has been the football players receiving $20 in nickels for the candy machines and $8 for food pay week. They will be given a free subscription to the Parisienne and the choice of one of the better dinners in the faculty. Probably the greatest award of all is the promise by head of the athletic department that all men will receive a share of the money spent for baseball equipment. This was the promise given at the meeting of the Board of Trustees.

The major bonus will be given the athletes who are taking Textile Testing in order that they might make the evening pass charged by "ghost writers" in their lab reports. The latest quotations of the market reveal that current prices are $4 a pound, net weight being based on the lane dry basis, with a slight extra charge for a guaranteed snow job. A further surprise came from the Football scene when it was proudly announced by the coach that he possessed a Soviet brand "the stuff," and that he should climb in relief of the Heaven's Finest. He said that he could not afford to sell over the remaining few tickets. Grainery is at a high, and he took over the control of the car and continued bawling the merry parade out of the vehicle.

(Continued on Page Six)

Institute Cafeteria

AND SNACK BAR